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where I work: Gehry’s Stata Center



software design group



software design group
Gitless

rethinking software design

event-based apps
finding security holes

Alloy design analysisgoing beyond code level

new paradigms
lightweight formalism

exploiting SAT



introduction



things built from parts



what’s software built from?

Apple Mail Microsoft Word Twitter

account
message

folder
conversation

...

document
paragraph

style
stylesheet

...

user
tweet

hashtag
follower

...

concepts!



a concept map for Word

for justification;
for vertical spacing;
for attaching styles

for maintaining 
consistent formatting

within document

for maintaining 
consistent formatting

across documents

Stylesheet

Document

Paragraph

stylesheet

Style

stylesstyle

paragraphs



where do concepts come from?

natural artificial

message

paragraph
section
chapter

friend
follower
profile

style
layer

relative reference
PKI certificate

directory

trash can
shopping
cart

RMA



where Word’s concepts came from

Charles Simonyi: brought key concepts to Word from Xerox PARC



fred brooks: “mythical man month”



fred brooks on conceptual integrity

Conceptual integrity is the most important 
consideration in system design. 
—1975

I am more convinced than ever. Conceptual integrity 
is central to product quality.
—1995



criteria for concepts



simple

Professor Butts and the Self-Operating Napkin (Rube Goldberg)

not 
simple!



coherent

Kenwood “radio toaster”

not 
coherent!



complete

Bay Bridge, CA in 1989 after Loma Prieta earthquake

not 
complete!



usable
not

usable!



a short tour
of the

confusing,
dangerous,
inadequate
& broken



the confusing



love & hate

from http://amplicate.com

http://amplicate.com
http://amplicate.com


cropping in adobe lightroom



cropping in adobe photoshop

not
coherent!

user interface: clean, 
elegant, well organized.
so what’s wrong? design 
brings concepts together 

in a confusing way



cropping the whole image



concept maps of cropping

Crop

Pixel

Photo

pixels

Aspect
Ratio

optional
ratio

selected
pixels

crops

Lightroom

Crop

Pixel

Photo

pixels

Dimensions
optional

dimension

Resolution

resolution

Aspect
Ratio

Physical
Dimensions

selected
pixels

new
resolution

crops

Photoshop



where did resolution go?

Lightroom printing module

coherence through 
separation of features



subversion



git



git

changes were 
not saved in 
repository!

not simple: too 
many concepts



that git feeling

not simple or coherent:
tracking ≠ staging



hoare on simplicity
Almost anything in software 
can be implemented, sold, 
and even used given enough 
determination... But there is 
one quality that cannot be 
purchased in this way—and 
that is reliability.The price of 
reliability is the pursuit of 
the utmost simplicity. It is a 
price which the very rich 
find most hard to pay.



gitless: our reworking of git

gitless at MIT: just google “gitless”



the dangerous



a common tale





how dropbox explains it

by changing the folder’s settings

or by deleting it



alyssa & ben plan a party



alyssa spoils everything

not
usable!



in summary

concepts are fine: share, 
leave, rejoin.

so what’s wrong? user 
interface confuses 

deletion with leaving



what’s going on?

Folderuser
owns

contains

shares

joins
part of the underlying
concept map

Alyssa deletes party’, party stays
Alyssa deletes inv’, inv goes

Ben party
owns

inv
contains

Alyssa party'
shares

inv'
contains

joins



mozying along

http://support.mozy.com/articles/en_US/FAQ/What-happens-if-I-delete-a-file-marked-for-backup

not
coherent!

If you delete a file and then run a backup, MozyHome assumes that you 
no longer need a backup copy of that file and marks the file to be 
removed...

http://support.mozy.com/articles/en_US/FAQ/What-happens-if-I-delete-a-file-marked-for-backup
http://support.mozy.com/articles/en_US/FAQ/What-happens-if-I-delete-a-file-marked-for-backup


what’s going on?

propagate deletion?
file sync: yes, to keep things ordered

backup: no, to make sure things aren’t lost

why would Mozy propagate deletion?
prevent you from using as secondary storage





who can see the image?

friends
User

posts

Image

tags

sees

Bob Carol

Alice

Dave

friends

Bob Carol

Alice

Dave

Image
posts

tags

Bob Carol

Alice

Dave

Image sees

Bob Carol

Alice

Dave

Image
posts



tagging in facebook

not
simple!

not 
complete!



what that dialog should really say

All of their friends and fellow psychopaths, your 
future employers, girlfriends, and parents-in-law  

When a psychopathic 
stranger photographs me at 
a party and tags me, who 
can see the photo? Thank you, Facebook! ✔



the inadequate



undoing deletion in Mac trash
not 

complete!

deleting from external drive (eg USB)
can’t reuse space until trash emptied

retrieving accidentally deleted files
no date of deletion

partial emptying
not possible



what exists

Drive

Trash

files

Machine

one trash

drives File
deleted
files

Date

mod
date

what we need

Drive

Trash

files

Machine

trashes

drives File

deleted
files

Date

mod
datetrash

del
date



custom settings in fuji x100s

“ ”

not 
complete!

Ken Rockwell review of x100s:



fuji x100s concept map

Setting

Property

Value

Custom
Settings

Savable
Setting

custom settings: drawn from a 
subset of “savable settings”

Setting

Property

Value

Custom
Settings

better: can use all settings

best: choose which
properties are included!

Setting

Property

Value

Custom
Settings

properties



the broken



two sides of the interface

Lightroom architecture diagram from
http://www.troygaul.com/LrExposedC4.html

code
interface

user’s model

conceptual model

bad conceptual 
model: user is 

confused

bad conceptual 
model: developer is 

confused

http://amplicate.com
http://amplicate.com


gmail labels & filters



gmail concept map

Message

Label

Filter

has

shows

includes

basic principle:
if message M has label L,

then search for L will show M

show deleted 
messages? no.

what if you search for 
deleted messages?



generally won’t show trashed messages

if you ask for them explicitly, you’ll see some

hmm...

not coherent!
conceptual confusion

leads to bugs



lessons



how to make better software

early in design
what are the concepts?

how are they connected?

evaluation of concepts
simple, coherent, usable, complete?

when facing a problem
in code or user interface

ask: is this actually a conceptual flaw?



To design something really 
well, you have to get it. You 
have to really grok what it’s all 
about. It takes a passionate 
commitment to really 
thoroughly understand 
something, chew it up, not 
just quickly swallow it. Most 
people don’t take the time to 
do that.


